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Northern Sea Route (NSR) 
  

 Shipping route connecting Europe and Asia through Russia's Arctic regions 

 Ice-covered almost entire year 

 Viability has improved through Climate Change 

 Shorter distance between Northern Europe and Asia base ports 

 Potential savings in fuel and time-based voyage costs 

 Traffic volumes gradually started to grow  

 Volumes consisted mainly on Arctic raw-materials in liquid and bulk sector 

 To date no container shipping activity 

Results 
 

 Cost to transport TEU through SCR is around 

36 % cheaper than via NSR. 

 

 In dry bulk shipping from Narvik, the distance 

advantage is valid up to Ho Chi Minh City in a 

roundtrip containing both laden and ballast legs.  

            

Conclusions  
 

Dry bulk shipping in NSR could be profitable and competitive against the SCR under right circumstances. 

The most influential factors are origin-destination distance, bunker levels and freight levels. 

 

Container shipping via NSR is not competitive against SCR, where the ever growing vessel sizes up to 

over 18,000 TEU. These enable better economies of scale and also being more fuel efficient, thus 

diminishing the NSR's potential as an effective bunker cost cutting measure due to shorter distances. 

Given the operational characteristics of liner shipping networks and short supply of suitable cargoes, it is 

not likely that NSR is going to be viable option in the near to medium term in container shipping. 

 

The main hindrances related to container shipping are closely linked with prevailing conditions and 

undeveloped infrastructure in NSR. Container shipping is more heavily affected by the climate related 

hindrances, such as narrow annual operational window and unpredictability of scheduling.  

In dry bulk shipping, the location narrows considerably the potential viable cargoes (i.e. Arctic resources). 

Methods 
 

A detailed-level cost calculation model to assess the effects of various cost 

components to the profitability of shipping company operating this route. 
  

Purpose 
 

 To assess quantitatively the linkage between distance advantage of NSR 

compared to Suez Canal Route (SCR) on a single roundtrip and shipping 

costs in dry bulk and container shipping 

  

 To evaluate the constraints hampering the NSR's viability as well as the 

potential cargo flows in NSR during the 2010's 
  

NSR transit traffic volumes 

NSR distance / time advantage versus Suez Canal Route (SCR) 

Container shipping cost calculation 
Cost calculation of Panamax Dry Bulker 

(75,000 DWT) from Narvik to various ports 

 

Main constraints of NSR shipping 

NSR transit traffic composition  
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